
My Quarantine Teaching Routine

7:00 a.m. I wake up, have breakfast, coffee and take in some news of the day. I take this time to walk

and feed my dog as he is more than happy to remind me he is always hungry.

9:00 a.m. I get on my computer(s) for my daily Zoom meeting with my 2nd grade team. In that meeting

we usually share how things are going with online meetings, packets, and resources. We get a good

sense of what needs to be added, taken away or formatted. It also keeps us social with each other

which helps.

10:00 a.m. I start planning for the next weeks packet of work. Since converting to making the packets

on google slides, I have found it easier to cut and paste assignments to the packet. I never really

thought about just how many resources are available online for any theme, subject or reading level.

Some are free, others are not, so I try to choose wisely.

11:00 a.m. I now begin my time of being available for parents. Depending on what day it is I would be

calling parents to remind them of upcoming packets they can pick up. I will remind them to join Zoom

meetings as well. Also just getting parents comfortable with using class dojo as a medium for

communication such as text message. I am realizing work schedules might interfere with this

communication, so I let parents know that they can message me anytime and at the very least I will

respond back the next day to their query.

12:00 p.m. Zoom meetings!! So far I have not had much luck with these Zoom meetings. I get a couple

of students joining and they don’t really have many questions about the packet, so I have to come up

with other creative things for them to do. I enjoy reading stories aloud and there are a lot of online

resources to accomplish this. I have heard teachers talk about scavenger hunts. Either way, there is

plenty to do with a captive audience.

1:00 p.m. This is when I look for professional development videos/podcasts/webinar that I can watch to

improve my craft. The courses might be about integrating technology, or better writing practices, it can

vary from course to course. Some offer certificates at the end of the session, others do not. Either way I

do feel they are a benefit to my continued development as a teacher.
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